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Function Review

The slides are based on the book <Stephen Prata, C++ Primer Plus, 6th Edition, Addison-Wesley Professional, 2011>



Functions
• Three components

Ø Provide a function definition including two parts: 
head and body

Ø Provide a function prototype
Ø Call the function

• Two types of usage
Ø Use a library function

üIncluding the header file
üStatic library is locked into at compiling time
üDynamic library exists as a separate file outside of the 

executable file
Ø Create your own functions

üHandle all three aspects



Function Arguments and Passing by Value

• Call a function
Ø Create a new type double variable--formal argument or formal parameter
Ø Initialize it with the value--actual argument or actual parameter
Ø Insulate data from the calling function--rather than with the original data

• See program example twoarg.cpp



Local variables
• Automatic variables

Ø Variables declared within a 
function are private to the 
function

Ø They are allocated and deallocated 
automatically during program 
execution
üWhen a function is called, the computer 

automatically allocates the memory 
needed for these variables

üWhen the function terminates, the 
computer automatically frees the 
memory that was used for those 
variables



Functions and Arrays

• See program example arrfun1.cpp
Ø Suppose you use an array to keep track of how many cookies 

each person has eaten at a family picnic

• How pointers enable array-processing functions
Ø Treat the name of an array as a pointer
Ø There are a few exceptions to this rule

ü Use the array name to label the storage
ü sizeof operation yields the size of the whole array in bytes
ü Address operator & returns the address of the whole array

Ø int *arr and int arr[] 
ü Have the identical meaning when (and only when) used in a function 

header or function prototype
ü Not synonymous in any other context



More about Arrays for Functions

• The implications of using arrays as arguments
Ø If you pass an ordinary variable, the function works with a copy. 
Ø If you pass an array, the function works with the original
Ø Use array addresses as arguments saves the time and memory

• See program example arrfun2.cpp
Ø Explicitly pass the size of the array



More Array Function Examples

• See program example arrfun3.cpp
Ø Fill the array
Ø Show the array and protect it with const
Ø Modify the Array

• Problems
Ø Need to be informed about the kind of data in the array, the location

of the beginning of the array, and the number of elements in the array
• See program example arrfun4.cpp

Ø Functions using array ranges



Various Functions

The slides are based on the book <Stephen Prata, C++ Primer Plus, 6th Edition, Addison-Wesley Professional, 2011>



Pointers and const

• Make a pointer point to a constant object



Pointers and const
• Declare pointer arguments as pointers 

to constant data
Ø It protects you against programming errors 

that inadvertently alter data

Ø Using const allows a function to process both 
const and non-const actual arguments, whereas 
a function that omits const in the prototype 
can accept only nonconst data



Functions and Two-Dimensional Arrays
• The name of an array is treated as its address

Ø The type of data is pointer-to-array-of-four-int

• See program example twodarray.cpp



Functions and C-Style Strings

• See program example strgfun.cpp
Ø Functions with C-Style string arguments

üAn array of char
üA quoted string constant (also called a string literal)
üA pointer-to-char set to the address of a string

• See program example strgback.cpp
Ø Functions that return C-Style strings
Ø It is not recommended to use new and delete separately



Functions and Two Class Objects

• Functions and string class objects
Ø A string class object is more closely related to a structure

than to an array
Ø See program example topfive.cpp

• Functions and array objects (a type of class)
Ø See program example arrobj.cpp



Functions and Structures
• A structure ties its data in to a single entity, or data object, 

that will be treated as a unit
Ø A function can receive a structure
Ø A function can return a structure

• Disadvantage
Ø If the structure is large, the space and effort involved in making 

a copy of a structure can increase memory requirements and slow
down the system

• See program example travel.cpp
Ø Passing and returning structures



Passing Structure Addresses

• Save time and space
Ø Pass it the address of the structure 
Ø Declare parameter to be a pointer-to- structure type
Ø Use the indirect membership operator (->) 

• See program example strctptr.cpp



Recursion and 
Pointer to Functions

The slides are based on the book <Stephen Prata, C++ Primer Plus, 6th Edition, Addison-Wesley Professional, 2011>



Recursion
• C++ function has the characteristic that it 

can call itself
Ø Artificial intelligence

• C++ does not let main() call itself
Ø See program example recur.cpp

• Recursion with multiple recursive calls
Ø Divide-and-conquer strategy (merge sort)
Ø See program example ruler.cpp



Difference Between Recursion and 
Iteration

A control variable stores 
the value, which is then 
updated, monitored, and 
compared with the 
conditional statement.

Stack memory is used 
to store the current 
state of the function.

Infinite loops keep 
utilizing CPU cycles until we 
stop their execution manually.

If there is no base 
case defined, 
recursion causes 
a stack overflow 
error.faster slower

The value of the control 
variable continuously 
approaches the value in 
the conditional statement.

The function keeps on 
converging to the defined 
base case as it continuously 
calls itself.

Conditional control statement At least one base case



Pointers to Functions

• Functions, like data items, have addresses
Ø The stored machine language code for the function begins
Ø Write a function that takes the address of another function 

as an argument
• Three steps

Ø 1: obtain the address of a function



Pointers to Functions

Ø 2: declare a pointer to a function

Ø 3: use a pointer to invoke a function



Two Function Pointer Examples

• See program example fun_ptr.cpp

• See program example arfupt.cpp
Ø Variations on the theme of function pointers



Reference and const

The slides are based on the book <Stephen Prata, C++ Primer Plus, 6th Edition, Addison-Wesley Professional, 2011>



Reference Variables

• A new compound type to the language—the reference variable
Ø A reference is a name that acts as an alias

Ø An alternative name, for a previously defined variable

• Use a reference as an argument
Ø The function works with the original data instead of with a copy

Ø A alternative to pointers for processing large structures



Creating a Reference Variable
• The & symbol

Ø Indicate the address of a variable

Ø Declare references
ü int & means reference-to int
ü The reference declaration allows you to use two variables interchangeably
ü Both refer to the same value and the same memory location

Ø It is necessary to initialize the reference when you declare it

• Run program example secref.cpp



References as Function Parameters
• Passing by reference allows a 

called function to access 
variables in the calling function

• Run program example swaps.cpp



Temporary Variables, Reference 
Arguments, and const

• The compiler generates a temporary variable 
Ø 1: When the actual argument is the correct type but isn’t an lvalue

ü An  lvalue is a data object that can be referenced by address including variable, array element, structure 
member, reference, dereferenced pointer

ü Non-lvalues include literal constants and expressions with multiple terms
Ø 2: When the actual argument is of the wrong type, but it’s of a type that can be converted 

to the correct type
Ø The reason to use: temporary variables cause no harm

• A function with reference arguments is to modify variables 
• Use const when you can (non-modifiable lvalue)

Ø Protect you against programming errors that inadvertently alter data
Ø Process both const and non-const actual arguments when omits const in the prototype
Ø Generate and use a temporary variable appropriately



Using References with a Structure
• References were introduced primarily for use with C++’s user-defined 

types, not for use with the basic built-in types
• Run program example strc_ref.cpp
• Why return a reference?

Ø Normal return value: involve copying the entire structure to a 
temporary location and then copying that copy

Ø But with a reference return value, the returned value is copied directly 
to the variable in calling function, a more efficient approach

• Being careful about what a return reference refers to
Ø Remember when returning a reference is to avoid returning a reference 

to a memory location that ceases to exist when the function terminates



Using References with a Class Object
• Run program example strquote.cpp

Ø string class defines a char *-to-string conversion

Ø A property of const reference formal parameters is that the 
original data cannot be modified from inside the function

Ø A const string & parameter can handle a string object or a quoted 
string literal, a null-terminated array of char, or a pointer 
variable that points to a char (a char * or const char *)



When to Use Reference Arguments

• Two main reasons for using reference arguments
Ø To allow you to alter a data object in the calling function
Ø To speed up a program by passing a reference instead of an entire data 

object (const)

• A function modifies data in the calling function
Ø If the data object is a built-in data type, use a pointer (more clear)
Ø An array, use your only choice: a pointer
Ø A structure, use a reference or a pointer
Ø A class object, use a reference



A function uses passed data without
modifying it

• If the data object is small, such as a built-in data type or a small 
structure, pass it by value
• If the data object is an array, use a pointer because that’s your 

only choice. Make the pointer a pointer to const
• If the data object is a good-sized structure, use a const pointer

or a const reference to increase program efficiency
• If the data object is a class object, use a const reference.



#include <opencv.hpp>

Mat repeat(const Mat& src, int ny, int nx);

typedef const _InputArray& InputArray;
void add(InputArray src1, Scalar src2,

OutputArray dst, 
InputArray mask=noArray(), 
int dtype=-1);


